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ABSTRACT

Satellite observations and output from a high resolution ocean model are

used to investigate how the Loop Current in the Gulf of Mexico affects the

Gulf Stream transport through Florida Straits. We find that the expansion

(contraction) of the Loop Current leads to lower (higher) transports through

the Straits of Florida. The associated surface velocity anomalies are coherent

from the southwestern tip of Florida to Cape Hatteras. A simple continuity-

based argument can be used to explain the link between the Loop Current

and the downstream Gulf Stream transport: As the Loop Current lengthens

(shortens) its path in the Gulf of Mexico the flow out of the Gulf decreases

(increases). Anomalies in the surface velocity field are first seen to the south-

west of Florida and within 4 weeks propagate through Florida Straits up to

Cape Hatteras and into the Gulf Stream extension. In both the observations

and the model this propagation can be seen as pulses in the surface velocities.

We estimate that the Loop Current variability can be linked to a variability of

several Sv (1Sv = 106m3/s) through the Florida Straits. The exact timing of

the Loop Current variability is largely unpredictable beyond a few weeks and

its variability is therefore likely a major contributor to the chaotic/intrinsic

variability of the Gulf Stream. However, the time lag between the Loop Cur-

rent and the flow downstream of the Gulf of Mexico means that if a length-

ening/shortening of the Loop Current is observed this introduces some pre-

dictability in the downstream flow for a few weeks.
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1. Introduction47

The Gulf Stream is a vigorous, warm surface western boundary current that forms the western48

branch of the Atlantic subtropical gyre. Its westward intensification is a direct consequence of49

the Earth’s rotation and of the resulting Coriolis force. On a sphere the Coriolis force depends on50

the latitude (vanishing at the Equator; maximum at the poles) and it is this latitude dependence51

that leads to the westward intensified ocean circulation found along the western margins of the52

ocean basins (Stommel 1948). Of all western boundary currents the Gulf Stream is the best ob-53

served. In the Florida Straits it has been measured almost continuously since 1982 based on the54

voltage induced in submerged telecommunication cables (Larsen 1992; Baringer and Larsen 2001;55

DiNezio et al. 2009). On average the Gulf Stream transports about 31 Sv through the Florida Straits56

(Baringer and Larsen 2001; DiNezio et al. 2009). At Cape Hatteras the Gulf Stream separates from57

the US coast and flows eastward into the open Atlantic as the Gulf Stream Extension. Part of this58

current recirculates south in the upper ocean forming the eastern branch of the Subtropical Gyre59

and part of it flows northward towards the subpolar North Atlantic as the North Atlantic Current60

(NAC). The Gulf Stream constitutes a large fraction of the northward flowing surface branch of61

the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) (Cunningham et al. 2007, McCarthy et al.62

2012; Smeed et al. 2014).63

As part of the AMOC the Gulf Stream affects climate and weather in the North Atlantic region64

and contributes to the net northward heat transport associated with the AMOC (e.g. Johns et al.65

2011). The cable measurements suggest that the Gulf Stream transport through Florida Straits66

has been largely stable during the last few decades. However, the transport is characterised by a67

large sub- to interannual variability. The majority of studies into the variability of the Gulf Stream68

transport have addressed the problem in terms of whether the temporal transport variability can69
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be explained as a response to variability in the atmospheric forcing (e.g. Anderson and Corry70

1985; DiNezio et al. 2009; Meinen et al. 2010; Atkinson et al. 2010; Sanchez-Franks et al. 2016).71

However, no approach can explain the full variability seen in the Gulf Stream transport. Arguments72

based on the wind stress/wind stress curl (e.g. Anderson and Corry 1985, Atkinson et al. 2010;73

Sanchez-Franks et al. 2016) argue that winds occurring either up or downstream of the Florida74

Straits are a main source of variability. However, it is also clear that the transport variability cannot75

be explained from the surface forcing alone. An example of this is the seasonal cycle seen in the76

Florida Straits transport (Niiler and Richardson 1973). The Florida Straits time series extending77

back to 1982 shows that this seasonal cycle is subject to a large interannual variability. In some78

years it is clearly defined, whereas during other years/periods the seasonal cycle is hardly visible.79

Seasonal variability in the large scale wind is thought to explain the seasonal cycle, but the wind80

has a seasonal cycle with comparatively little interannual variability and it is clear that factors81

other than wind determine the Gulf Stream variability on short i.e. subannual to annual time82

scales. In particular the Gulf Stream is subject to a large chaotic/intrinsic variability (Lin et al.83

2010; Atkinson et al. 2010; Mildner et al. 2013). Subjecting a model to the same atmospheric84

variability but starting from different initial conditions leads to different timings in the transports85

with low correlations between the different model realisations (Atkinson et al. 2010). The presence86

of chaotic (intrinsic) variability in the ocean has been studied before (e.g. Biastoch et al. 2008;87

Penduff et al. 2011; Hirschi et al. 2013; Grégorio et al. 2015; Leroux et al. 2018) but the emphasis88

of these studies was on variability of the sea surface height (SSH) or the AMOC and not on89

boundary currents. While the impact of the largely chaotic ocean eddies on the Gulf Stream90

transport is far from fully understood previous studies suggest that Loop Current eddies account91

for a sizeable fraction of the total variability in the Gulf Stream transport (Lin et al. 2010; Mildner92

et al. 2013) - in particular that certain stages of the Loop Current coincide with minima in the93
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volume transport through the Straits of Florida. The suggested mechanisms leading to reduced94

transport through the Florida Straits are either density and bottom pressure anomalies in response95

to an interaction between the Loop Current and the bottom topography between Florida and Cuba96

(Lin et al. 2010) or the partial blockage of transport through the Yucatan Channel (and hence at the97

outflow of the Gulf of Mexico through the Florida Straits) by Loop Current rings (Mildner et al.98

2013).99

In this study we will show that there is a third, perhaps even simpler mechanism through which100

the Loop Current evolution can influence the variability of the volume transport through the Straits101

of Florida. Our results are based on a global high resolution (1/12◦) ocean model and on satellite102

altimetry and concentrate on the coherent current made up of the Yucatan Current, the Loop103

Current, the Florida Current and the Gulf Stream. In the following we will refer to this “river-like”104

part of the current as the “Gulf Stream”. We show that variability on seasonal to interannual time105

scales exhibits a large spatial coherence along the US coastline and that the temporal evolution of106

the Loop Current is central to the variability found further downstream in the Straits of Florida and107

along the eastern US coast. We also show that the Loop Current is the trigger of pulses in the Gulf108

Stream transport which propagate from the Gulf of Mexico to Cape Hatteras in about 1 month.109

2. Data and Method110

The data used in this study consists of output from a high resolution global ocean model,111

geostrophic ocean surface velocities calculated from satellite altimetry and time series for the112

Gulf Stream transport obtained from cable measurements across the Florida Straits. For both113

the Florida Straits transport and surface velocities there are good quality observational data: the114

Florida Straits transport has been (almost) continously observed since 1982 and surface velocities115

can be inferred from satellite altimetry since 1993. These quantities can also easily be compared116
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to results obtained in numerical ocean models (e.g. Marzocchi et al. 2015). The models then can117

be used to provide a more complete picture of the circulation as they can simulate the large scale118

three dimensional flow field at high resolution - something which cannot yet be obtained from119

observations.120

The numerical model used in this study is the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean121

(NEMO) (Madec 2008). NEMO simulates the global ocean circulation and uses the quasi-122

isotropic tripolar ORCA grid (Madec and Imbard 1996) with a horizontal resolution of 1/12◦.123

To avoid a singularity at the North Pole the ORCA grid has two poles in the Northern Hemi-124

sphere centred on Northern Russia and Northern Canada respectively. Henceforth, we will refer125

to the numerical model as ORCA12. The atmospheric conditions needed to force the model are126

provided by version 4.1 of the DRAKKAR forcing dataset (DFS4.1, Brodeau et al. 2010). The127

ORCA12 simulation starts from rest and is initialised from the World Ocean Atlas 2005 clima-128

tological fields (Antonov et al. 2006; Locarnini et al. 2006) and covers the period from 1978129

to 2007 and has been shown to simulate a realistic circulation in the North Atlantic (Marzoc-130

chi et al. 2015; Blaker et al. 2015; Duchez et al. 2014). Model output is available as 5-day131

averages. The observational data consists of geostrophic velocities computed from satellite al-132

timetry and are produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by Aviso, with support from Cnes133

(http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/duacs). The horizontal resolution of the geostrophic velocities134

is 1/4◦ and the data are available as weekly values. Here we use data from 1993 to 2010. The135

observation based estimates of the Gulf Stream transport cover the period from 1982 to present136

(Baringer and Larsen 2001; DiNezio et al. 2009; Meinen et al. 2010; Atkinson et al. 2010), but137

we use the period from 1993 to 2010. Gulf Stream transport data are available as daily mean val-138

ues from http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/floridacurrent/. For the purpose of this study the Gulf139

Stream data are interpolated on the weekly time resolution of the AVISO data. There are missing140
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data for the Gulf Stream transport between 1998 and 2000 (funding gap) and September to Octo-141

ber 2004 (damage during the passage of Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne; DiNezio et al. 2009). A142

linear interpolation is used to fill the gaps in the Florida Straits transport data.143

The cable based Florida Straits transport for the 1993 to 2010 period is 31 Sv with a standard144

deviation of 3 Sv (weekly averages). In the model the mean transport for the 1983 to 2007 period145

is also 31 Sv but the variability is weaker than in observations with a standard deviation of 2.1 Sv146

(5-day averages). For both the model and observational data we remove the long-term mean and147

unless stated otherwise we will use anomalies of velocity and transport in the remainder of the148

paper. Note that the accuracy of gridded satellite altimetry products near the coast has been ques-149

tioned (e.g. Cipollini et al. 2017) which could be an issue for our study given that the Gulf Stream150

hugs the US coast between Florida and Cape Hatteras. The use of a numerical model (ORCA12)151

for which the same limitation does not apply mitigates against this. However, any model inevitably152

has deficiencies in its ability to simulate the real world due to e.g. limited resolution or approx-153

imations in the physics. When identifying precursors/successors of transport anomalies in the154

Florida Straits we will therefore concentrate on features which are seen in ORCA12 as well as in155

the satellite observations as these are the features that are most likely to be robust.156

For both the model and observational data we use composite analysis to illustrate links between157

the transport through Florida Straits and the large scale surface velocity field. Composites ∆U+
158

and ∆U− are computed for anomalies of the absolute surface velocities (U =
√

u2 + v2, where159

u,v are the zonal and meridional velocity components) at the times t+, t− when the transport160

anomalies through Florida Straits are either positive or negative:161
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∆U+(x,y) =
1

N+

N+

∑
i=1

∆U(x,y, t+i ), (1)

∆U−(x,y) =
1

N−
N−

∑
i=1

∆U(x,y, t−i ). (2)

N+ and N− are the number of times when transport anomalies through the Florida Straits are162

positive or negative and ∆U(x,y, t) are anomalies of the absolute surface velocity with respect to163

its long-term average Ū :164

∆U(x,y, t) =U(x,y, t)−Ū , Ū =
1

ts− te

∫ te

ts
U(x,y, t). (3)

The start and end times ts and te of the averaging period are 1993 and 2010 for the AVISO data165

and 1978 to 2007 for ORCA12. Unless stated otherwise no temporal filtering is applied to the166

model and satellite data. The composites ∆U+ and ∆U− are computed using 5-day and weekly167

averages for the model and the observations, respectively. To understand how anomalies develop168

and in particular to identify circulation anomalies that either precede or follow volume transport169

anomalies through the Florida Straits we also compute lagged composites. Throughout this paper170

a negative lag means that surface velocities lead the transport variability through the Florida Straits171

and for a positive lag it is the variability in the Florida Straits transports which leads the anomalies172

seen in the surface velocity field.173

3. Results174

In the following we illustrate the spatial coherence of surface velocities associated with transport175

anomalies through the Florida Straits and propose a simple continuity-based explanation linking176

the Loop Current in the Gulf of Mexico to the Gulf Stream transport through Florida Straits.177
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a. Spatial coherence178

The composites reveal striking coherence patterns (Figure 1) which are similar for both the179

ocean model and the observations. At zero lag the strongest coherent signal stretches from the180

southwest of Florida, to Cape Hatteras and into the Gulf Stream extension. Strong signals are181

also found in the Gulf of Mexico and to a lesser extent also in the Gulf Stream extension. The182

most obvious difference between the model and the observation based composites is the extent183

of the coherence patterns. Whereas the signal is largely confined between the Gulf of Mexico184

and the Gulf Stream extension in the observations, clear signals also occur further south in the185

model. This is particularly the case along the coast of South America between the Equator and186

about 15◦N. These differences will not be further discussed here and in the following we will187

concentrate on the features that are common to both the model and the observations from the Gulf188

of Mexico to Cape Hatteras.189

In the Gulf of Mexico the sign of the composite signal changes when moving downstream along190

the Gulf Stream path. For positive composites (i.e. absolute surface velocity patterns coinciding191

with positive transport anomalies in the Florida Straits) the positive velocity anomalies found along192

Florida change to negative values when moving upstream into the Gulf of Mexico. The negative193

anomaly in the Gulf of Mexico is loop shaped. This is most clearly seen in the observations. In194

the model the spatial shape is similar but the eastern flank of the loop shaped anomaly is less195

pronounced than in the observations. Interesting features are also seen north of Cape Hatteras in196

both the model and the observations. The composites suggest that positive (negative) Gulf Stream197

transport anomalies coincide with a southward (northward) shift of the Gulf Stream extension.198

In the model this can be seen most clearly just after the Gulf Stream detachment from the US199

coast. Between longitudes of about 75◦W to 80◦W the composite anomalies suggest a consistent200
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meridional shift of 1-2◦. Moving further eastward the composite anomalies become weaker and201

less coherent but they still suggest that the meridional shift extends well into the Gulf Stream202

extension. In the observations the clear shift after Cape Hatteras is not seen, suggesting that it203

may be a numerical feature of the model. However, further east into the Gulf Stream extension204

there is a meridional shift of about 1-2◦ which extends to about 60◦W. For positive transport205

anomalies through the Straits of Florida we find predominantly positive velocity anomalies in the206

southern part of the Gulf Stream extension which are flanked by negative velocity anomalies to207

the north. This picture is reversed for negative transport anomalies through the Florida Straits:208

Here the southern part of the Gulf Stream extension is characterised by predominantly negative209

velocity anomalies adjacent to positive velocity anomalies immediately to the north. The velocity210

anomaly patterns over the Gulf Stream extension region are consistent with small meridional shifts211

of the Gulf Stream extension. However, there are indications that the velocity anomalies indicative212

of a meridional shift in the Gulf Stream extension are not significant. Changing the time period213

over which the composites are computed, the meridional shift can be present (e.g. during the first214

half of the model integration) or absent (second half of integration, not shown). In the following215

analysis we will therefore concentrate on the strongest composite anomaly signal seen between216

the Gulf of Mexico and Cape Hatteras both in the observations and in the model. In the model the217

Florida Straits transport also exhibits an underlying long-term (decadal) variability with a gradual218

increase of 2-3 Sv until 1990 which is followed by a decrease by a similar amount after that. No219

longer term variability is evident in the cable observations of the Florida Straits transport.220

To gain a dynamic picture of how the anomalies shown in Figure 1 evolve in time we look221

at lagged composites where Gulf Stream transport anomalies in the Florida Straits are related to222

the surface velocities either preceding or lagging them. In the model data we remove the long-223

term signal in the Florida Straits transport (red line in Figure 1) and only retain subannual to224
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interannual variability. We note that using the full variability does not change the basic links225

between the Loop Current and the Florida Straits transport we will describe below. However,226

removing the low frequency variability leads to clearer pictures and better agreement with the227

observations. The temporal behaviour of composite anomalies is most clearly seen in a movie (see228

supplementary material) but the main stages that have been identified are illustrated in Figures 2229

and 3). The lagged composites show that clear surface velocity anomalies are seen in the Gulf of230

Mexico about 6 weeks before the Florida Straits transport anomaly. These velocity anomalies are231

largest in the region where Loop Current eddies are known to develop. These positive velocity232

anomalies in the central Gulf of Mexico coincide with the development of a negative velocity233

anomaly to the southwest of the southern tip of Florida. Within about two weeks this anomaly234

then rapidly extends eastward and along the coast of Florida, through the Florida Straits, and235

towards Cape Hatteras. From its starting point to the southwest of Florida to Cape Hatteras it236

takes about 40 days for the anomaly downstream of the Gulf of Mexico to reach its maximum237

expression. Beyond Cape Hatteras the anomaly field becomes too noisy to be tracked further into238

the Gulf Stream extension. In the satellite data (between lags of 0 and 15 days) there is a decrease239

of the velocity anomaly along the southern part of Florida whilst the anomaly increases off Cape240

Hatteras and into the Gulf Stream extension. In the model (between lags of 0 and 20 days) there is241

a decrease of the velocity anomalies everywhere from the Gulf of Mexico to Cape Hatteras. The242

velocity anomalies preceding and lagging the transport anomalies in the Florida Straits look like243

a “pulse” that rapidly propagates along the Gulf Stream flow. This pulse is somewhat reminiscent244

of the Natal pulses that occur in the Agulhas Current (Lutjeharms and Roberts 1988). However,245

as we will show next the mechanism is different here. Whereas Natal pulses are solitary meanders246

that result from anticyclonic eddies propagating along and interacting with the Agulhas current247

(Lutjeharms and Roberts 1988; de Ruijter et al. 1999; Leeuwen et al. 2000; Tsugawa and Hasumi248
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2010) the pulses described in this study are velocity anomalies (without any obvious meanders)249

which result from changes in the length of the Loop Current and the shedding of eddies.250

b. Loop Current length and downstream transport251

As mentioned earlier the composite anomalies that precede the appearance of the anomaly south-252

west of Florida are loop shaped (Figures 2 and 3). A striking feature is that the loop shaped253

anomaly in the Gulf of Mexico and the anomaly that propagates along the US coast are of oppo-254

site signs. To explain this feature we introduce a conceptual model (Figure 4). For simplicity we255

consider the Gulf Stream as a continous river whose average path is indicated as a blue ribbon.256

During the formation of a Loop Current eddy (Figure 4a red ribbon) the length of the Loop Current257

path increases: rather than remaining confined to the eastern part of the Gulf of Mexico the Loop258

Current path extends well into the interior of the Gulf. As the Loop Current increases in length259

the water flowing into the Gulf of Mexico goes into lengthening the path. As a consequence the260

Gulf Stream transport at the outflow of the Gulf of Mexico will be reduced as the Loop Current261

expands. This reduction in transport will first be visible at the Gulf Stream outflow from where262

(consistent with Figures 2 and 3) it will then propagate along the coast of Florida, through Florida263

Straits and then further northwards towards Cape Hatteras. The opposite happens when a Loop264

Current eddy has been shed: The Loop Current path shortens (Figure 4b blue ribbon) and the Gulf265

Stream transport at the outflow of the Gulf of Mexico increases, triggering a positive velocity and266

transport anomaly which propagates towards Cape Hatteras. Note that the shedding of a Loop267

Current eddy is not necessary for there to be an imprint on the transport through Florida Straits.268

The Loop Current can also contract without an eddy being formed. Using this simple continuity269

argument the relationship between the flow through Florida Straits and the Loop Current length270

can be described as:271
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TFS = TYu−A
∂L
∂ t

, (4)

where TYu and TFS are the flow into (Yucatan Channel) and out of the Gulf of Mexico through272

the Florida Straits. A is the Gulf Stream cross section and L is the Gulf Stream length between273

Yucatan and the Florida Straits. For simplicity we assume TYu to be constant at 30 Sv and for A274

we assume the Gulf Stream width to be 50 km and its depth 500 m. Note that equation 4 assumes275

the flow out of the Gulf of Mexico to be a perfect indicator for TFS and previous work has shown276

that this is not necessarily the case (Hamilton et al. 2005). However, as we will show later the277

variability of the flow out of the Gulf of Mexico can explain more than 60% of the variance in TFS278

in our model.279

To get an estimate of changes in TFS linked to the Loop Current from equation 4 we assume280

the length of the Loop Current to vary by 500 km between the shortest and longest paths. For281

the purpose of illustration we assume a temporally sinusoidal lengthening and shortening of the282

Loop Current length i.e. L(t) = L0cos(2πωt) and ω = 1/τ is varied for periods τ between 1 year283

and 2 months and L0 = 250 km. The periods are chosen to cover the typical time scales for Loop284

Current eddy formation and shedding (one, occasionally two, Loop Current eddies are shed per285

year). Inserted into equation 4 this leads to:286

TFS = TYu +AL02πωsin(2πωt), (5)

where AL0πω is the amplitude of the transport variability in TFS. According to equation 5 this287

expansion and contraction of the Loop Current length leads to transport anomalies of several Sv288

downstream of the idealised Loop Current. The higher the frequency ω (generally: the faster289

the rate of length change) the larger the changes in Florida Straits transport TFS become. For the290
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idealised values given above we find amplitudes of 1.2 Sv (τ=1 year) to 7.2 Sv (τ=2 months)291

for TFS. Note that expansion/contraction of the Loop Current length and transport anomalies are292

not in phase. Transport anomalies reach maximum values when the rate of change in path length293

reaches its maximum. In the simple example chosen here the time series of transport anomalies294

is shifted by 90 degrees with respect to the path length. Obviously, the view presented above is295

highly idealised: the Gulf Stream is not just an “oceanic river” with given width and depth that296

occasionally sheds eddies. The Gulf Stream is a variable current with spatio-temporal changes in297

both its width and depth. Nevertheless, it is between the inflow in Yucatan to Cape Hatteras that298

the Gulf Stream is at its most coherent (Figure 1) and it is only when the Loop Current becomes299

unstable whilst shedding Loop Current eddies that the flow cannot be identified as a coherent300

flow band. This provides the motivation and some justification for the assumptions we make301

here (Figure 4, equations 4, 5) and the simple considerations above suggest that the variability in302

the Loop Current path length could be an important contributor to the variability of the transport303

through Florida Straits. Note that the mass imbalance implied from equation 4 only applies to304

the “river” through the Gulf of Mexico. An accumulation or deficit of volume transport into the305

Gulf of Mexico would result in significant sea level change (about 5 cm/day for a imbalance of306

1 Sv). Such changes are neither observed in the real ocean nor simulated in our model so any307

imbalance occurring according to equation 4 will be largely compensated when considering not308

just the “river” but the transports through the full sections between Yucatan and Cuba and between309

Florida and Cuba. We will get back to this point later in this section.310

In a next step we define a metric for the variability in the Gulf Stream length to establish whether311

we can see an imprint of Loop Current length variability on the transport through Florida Straits in312

the real North Atlantic and in ORCA12. We developed an algorithm which tracks the Gulf Stream313

path by following the highest absolute surface velocity. With this “pathfinder” algorithm we can314

15
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determine the Gulf Stream path and length for each timestep (5-day averages for the model, weekly315

values for AVISO). The length of the Gulf Stream path is computed between the northeastern edge316

of the Yucatan Peninsula and the straits of Florida. The northeastern edge of Yucatan is where the317

Yucatan Current enters the Gulf of Mexico and both in the model and observations the strongest318

flow hugs the coast of Yucatan for most of the time. The starting point (x,y)0 of the path is where319

we find the highest velocity between Yucatan and Cuba when following the latitude of 21.5◦N320

eastwards:321

(x,y)0 = loc
[

max(
√

u2(x,y21.5N)+ v2(x,y21.5N)

]
. (6)

Generally, the location (x,y)0 is found to be right at the coast of Yucatan. Starting from (x,y)0 the322

pathfinder algorithm follows the Gulf Stream path into the Gulf of Mexico and out through the323

Florida Straits up to Cape Hatteras by scanning the 8 neighbouring grid points. The decision from324

one step (x,y)n to the next step (x,y)n+1 along the Gulf Stream path is based on both the amplitude325

of the current speed in the neighbouring cells as well as on the heading the flow has at point (x,y)n.326

If i, j denote the grid coordinates of the path location (x,y)n the next location (x,y)n+1 is found327

according to:328

(x,y)n+1 = loc
[

max(wi, j+1Ui, j+1,wi+1, j+1Ui+1, j+1,wi+1, jUi+1, j,wi+1, j−1Ui+1, j−1 (7)

wi, j−1Ui, j−1,wi−1, j−1Ui−1, j−1,wi−1, jUi−1, j,wi−1, j+1Ui−1, j+1)
]
, (8)

where the values of the weights w depend on the heading of the flow at the location (x,y)n. The329

weighting w is highest for the grid cells in the direction into which the velocity vector (un,vn)330

is pointing. For a velocity vector consisting of positive northward and eastward components v331

and u the weights w are set to w = 20+ sin(α),w = 20+ tan(α),w = 20+ cos(α) for points332

(i, j+1),(i+1, j+1) and (i+1, j), respectively, where α is the angle between the velocity vector333

(u,v) and an eastward pointing vector. The weight is set to w = 6 for the neighbouring points334
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(i− 1, j) and (i+ 1, j− 1) and w = 1 for the remaining neighbours. Using much higher weights335

for the neighbours in the direction in which the flow is heading markedly reduces instances of the336

computed Gulf Stream path ending in a closed loop and the empirical values of 1, 6 and 20 were337

found to provide a faithful tracking of the maximum velocities along the Gulf Stream. Note that338

there can still be times when the Gulf Stream path ends up “trapped” in the Gulf of Mexico so that339

it never reaches the Florida Straits. This typically occurs when the Loop Current is in the process340

of shedding an eddy as during such periods the Gulf Stream flow between Yucatan and the Florida341

Straits no longer consists of a coherent stream. To avoid the path algorithm returning an undefined342

path the Gulf Stream path is set to the trajectory found for the last time step for which a valid343

path was returned i.e. a path which enters the Gulf of Mexico off northeastern Yucatan and exits it344

through the Florida Straits.345

The density of Gulf Stream pathways inferred from satellite data and simulated by ORCA12346

are shown in Figure 5. Very similar probabilities are found for the simulated and observed Gulf347

Stream paths. When considering all paths, the highest probability is found for paths which extend348

well into the Gulf of Mexico. For both in the model and observations the highest probabilities349

indicate a loop which is oriented northwestwards and which is bound to the northeast by the West350

Florida Shelf and to the southeast by the Campeche Bank off the Yucatan Pensinsula. The average351

length obtained when following the highest probabilities is about 1200 km. However, even though352

less likely, much shorter and longer paths also occur. The shortest ones (about 600 km in length)353

have hardly any incursion into the Gulf of Mexico and closely follow the northern coast of Cuba354

before entering the Florida Straits. The longest paths extend well into the Gulf of Mexico with355

lengths of 1500 km or more. Apart from a few exceptions all the Loop Current paths obtained356

in ORCA12 and in the observations are confined to the Abyssal Plain of the Gulf of Mexico. The357

highest density of paths occur to the northeast of Yucatan and along the east coast of Florida.358
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Both for the model and the observations every single path that can successfully be computed359

goes through Florida Straits. Between 24◦N and 28◦N in the Gulf of Mexico there is a slightly360

higher probability of long paths extending westward beyond 90W in the observations compared to361

ORCA12 suggesting that the model does not quite accurately represent the dynamics of the Loop362

Current. Another subtle difference between model and observations can be found along the coast363

of Florida north of about 30◦N: Whereas all the paths computed in the model basically follow364

the same trajectory with only a gradual dispersion of paths when moving northwards, there are365

some paths peeling off into the basin interior in the observations. This suggests that the actual366

Gulf Stream along the US East Coast up to Cape Hatteras may be less stable than its modelled367

counterpart. Despite such differences the Gulf Stream path is well defined for most timesteps for368

the observational and for the model data.369

To test whether the relationship between Florida Straits transport and Loop Current length pro-370

posed in equation 5 holds we select paths coinciding with either strong or weak transports. The371

threshold for selection is chosen as 1.5 times the standard deviation of the Florida Straits transport372

(Figure 5 middle and bottom panels). This threshold ensures that enough paths are retained for373

the probabilities whilst focussing on transports that are clearly stronger/weaker than the mean. We374

find a remarkable agreement between the model and the observations. Compared to the proba-375

bilities obtained using all paths there is a higher probability of short paths when only considering376

times when the transport is strong. The opposite holds true for weak transports and the highest377

probabilities are found for paths that extend well into the Gulf of Mexico. The link between path378

length and transports is weaker for positive than for negative transport anomalies. Even though379

the highest probabilities are found for short paths when transports are strong it is also clear that a380

strong Florida Straits transport can also coincide with intermediate and long paths. In comparison381

we find only few short paths coinciding with weak transports through the Florida Straits. There382
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is also a tendency for a more binary behaviour in this case with paths either being long or short383

with hardly any paths of intermediate length. Despite a range of path lengths being found to coin-384

cide with above or below average transport through the Florida Straits the results shown in Figure 5385

support the view that the length of Loop Current can be indicative of the transport strength through386

Florida Straits.387

The close agreement between observations and the model motivates the use of the latter to388

further investigate how strongly Loop Current activity affects the transport through Florida Straits.389

The availability of the full 3-D velocity fields in the model means that transports in and out of390

the Gulf of Mexico can be studied in more detail (Figure 6). The conceptual model introduced391

in (5) assumes that between Yucatan and the Straits of Florida the Loop Current can be regarded392

as a “river”. This river is confined to the surface part of the ocean and the northward transport393

into the Gulf of Mexico occurs in the top 700 m. The 0-700 m depth range covers most of the394

cross section between Cuba and Florida and hence most of the net transport out of the Gulf of395

Mexico towards the Florida Straits. Relating transports between Yucatan and Cuba (TYu) as well396

as between Cuba and Florida (TCuba) to the Florida Straits transport (TFS) shows a markedly higher397

correlation between TCuba,TFS (r=0.79, 62% explained variance) than between TYu,TFS (r=0.59,398

35% explained variance). Taking into account the transport in the top 700 m between Bahamas399

and Cuba (TCuba−East) allows more than 90% of the variance of the Florida Straits transport to be400

recovered (correlation r(TCuba +TCuba−East ,TFS) = 0.95). Looking at full depth transports for the401

same sections we get r(TYu,TCuba) = 1. Consistent with that the correlations r(TFS,TYu) = 0.8 and402

r(TFS,TCuba) = 0.81 are almost identical. This means that (in the model at least) any mass storage403

term in the Gulf of Mexico linked to changes in the Loop Current length is negligible and that as404

we mentioned earlier there must be a compensation for the imbalance between the in- and outflow405

in the top 700 m. This compensation is captured when integrating transports over the full depths of406
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the sections between Yucatan and Cuba (B) and between Cuba and Florida (C). Considering full407

depth transports and assuming spatially uniform compensations through the channels the relation408

between the “river” transport into (TYu) and out of (TCuba) the Gulf of Mexico can be written as:409

TYu +
βA
B

∂L
∂ t

∫ x2

x1

dx
∫ 0

−HYu

dz+
γA
C

∂L
∂ t

∫ y2

y1

dy
∫ 0

−HCuba

dz−A
∂L
∂ t

= TCuba, (9)

where β + γ = 1. The integration limits x1,x2 and y1,y2 are the zonal and meridional end points410

of the Yucatan-Cuba (B) and Cuba-Florida (C) sections; HYu,HCuba are the maximum depths of411

the respective sections. The second to fourth terms on the left-hand side of equation 9 cancel each412

other out when integrating over the full cross sections. However, when considering the transports413

through the “river” cross section A these terms no longer compensate and equation 9 can be written414

as:415

TYu +A2 ∂L
∂ t

(
β

B
+

γ

C

)
−A

∂L
∂ t

= TCuba, (10)

In contrast to equation 4 equation 10 contains a compensation term (second left hand term) for416

the mass imbalance linked to the temporally changing length L. Only a fraction (A/B and A/C,417

respectively) of the compensations across sections B and C directly projects onto the “river” flow418

in and out of the Gulf of Mexico. Given the larger and deeper cross section area B between Yucatan419

and Cuba than between Cuba and Florida (C) a larger fraction of the compensation is likely to flow420

through the former section (i.e. β > γ). This is supported by the lower correlation we find between421

TYu and TFS than between TCuba and TFS (Figure 6). A compensation occurring mainly between422

Cuba and Florida is therefore unlikely. In the extreme case of all compensation occurring between423

Cuba and Florida (i.e. β = 0, γ = 1) the correlations r(TCuba,TFS) and r(TYu,TFS) would have424

to be almost identical in the top 700 m as the top 700 m encompass most of the section between425

Cuba and Florida. However, the correlations presented in Figure 6 show that this is not the case.426

Identical correlations are only found when full depth transports are used across both sections.427
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c. Timing of Loop Current and Florida Straits transport428

Having established that the variability in the Loop Current length is linked to the transport down-429

stream of the Gulf of Mexico, a natural question to ask is whether one can use the Loop Current430

length to predict transport anomalies through the Straits of Florida. The simple model in equations431

4, 5 suggests that there should be a phase shift of π/2 between both time series. However, this432

rests on the assumptions that as the Loop Current expands or contracts its depth and width does not433

change, and that the length of the Loop Current varies periodically. This obviously doesn’t have434

to be true meaning that even if Loop Current variations project onto the Florida Straits transport435

the phase relation between the Loop Current path length and the Florida Straits transport could436

change temporally. As a first step it is therefore useful to compare the spectra found in the tem-437

poral variability of the Florida Straits transport and of the Loop Current path length (Figure 7). A438

wavelet analysis shows that for both the variability of Florida Straits transports and of the Loop439

Current length most power is found for periods of 6 months or longer. This is the case in the model440

as well as in the observations. Cross-coherence is also strongest for periods of about 2-4 months441

or longer. Phases of significant cross-coherence occur for both the model and the observations.442

These phases are mainly confined to periods between 2 and about 6 years. There is indication of443

coherence on longer time scales but given the length of the time series confidence is low. The444

cross-coherence also shows that there is no consistent phase relationship between the Gulf Stream445

path variability and the Florida Straits transport. However, most phases of significant coherence446

have in common that the phase difference between the signals varies from about π (i.e. signal in447

antiphase phase, arrows pointing to the left) and about π ±π/2 (arrows still broadly pointing to448

left but with upwards/downwards component). This is broadly consistent with high/low transports449

through Florida Straits occurring during phases of short/long Loop Current length.450
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The cross-coherence can further be illustrated looking at the actual time series for Florida Straits451

transport and Loop Current length anomalies (Figure 8). The time series of the Gulf Stream path452

length and of the Florida Straits transport show that most peaks and troughs in transport have453

a counterpart in the Gulf Stream length (Figure 8). However, as shown in the wavelet cross-454

coherence analysis the phase shift between transports and path length for the simulated and ob-455

served Gulf Stream varies in time. There are times when the timeseries are mainly out-of phase456

(e.g. from 1983 to about 1990 in the model) or in phase (e.g. 2004 to 2006 in the observations)457

and there are also instances when the phase shift seems close to the π/2 suggested in our simple458

conceptual model (e.g. 1997 to 1999 in observations or 2003 to 2004 in the model). Whereas the459

number of peaks and troughs in transport and path length suggests a link between Loop Current460

expansion and contraction and volume transport through Florida Straits, it is also clear that such a461

relationship can only partly be explained by the simple model based on continuity considerations462

as suggested in equations 4 and 5.463

4. Discussion and conclusions464

Our results confirm earlier findings by Lin et al. 2010 and Mildner et al. 2013 who show that465

the evolution of the Loop Current can impact the Gulf Stream transport through Florida Straits.466

In these earlier studies the authors suggest that either interactions between the Loop Current and467

topography (Lin et al. 2010) or the presence of a ring north of Yucatan which reduces the flow468

into the Gulf of Mexico (Mildner et al. 2013) can lead to reductions in the volume transport469

through Florida Straits. Here, we have presented an additional view on how the Loop Current470

is likely to affect the flow downstream of the Gulf of Mexico. Using a simple continuity argument471

a lengthening/shortening of the length of the Loop Current should lead to a decrease/increase in472

the Gulf Stream transport downstream of the Loop Current. Our results suggest that the length-473
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ening/shortening of the Loop Current leads to pulses in the Gulf Stream transport which rapidly474

(within a few weeks) propagate from southern Florida to Cape Hatteras and which are triggered by475

expansion/contraction of the Loop Current. These pulses can be identified both in a high resolution476

ocean model as well as in observations of the real ocean (Figures 2, 3, supplementary material).477

The fact that we see these pulses both in the model and observations provides some confidence478

that we are looking at a robust signal and not just at an artefact of the model, or at a feature linked479

to limitations of satellite observations in coastal regions. Therefore, our results provide a strong480

indication that the Loop Current is likely to be a major contributor to the Gulf Stream variability481

further downstream along the coast of Florida and up to Cape Hatteras, in particular to its chaotic482

variability. Indeed, whereas the Loop Current is known to affect air-sea interactions (e.g. Putrasa-483

han et al. 2017), the actual timing of changes in the Loop Current is largely unpredictable from484

surface forcing (Oey et al. 2003; Oey et al. 2005) and results from baroclinic instability of the485

Loop Current (e.g. Donohue et al. 2016b), vorticity pulses from the Caribbean (Sheinbaum et al.486

2016), and/or coastally trapped waved originated within the Gulf of Mexico (Jouanno et al. 2016).487

As a consequence, movements of the Loop Current and the shedding of Loop Current eddies are488

largely chaotic (Donohue et al. 2016a).489

Our study suggests that the expansion/contraction of the Loop Current can account for variations490

of several Sv in the Gulf Stream transport through Florida Straits on subannual time scales ((5),491

Figure 8). However, comparing time series of the Loop Current length and of the downstream492

volume transport also shows that the link between the two quantities is not as straightforward as493

in the simple model described by equation 4. For both the modelled and observed time series the494

lead-lag relation between the variability in Loop Current length and Florida Straits transport varies495

during the periods considered which means that the correlation between the two quantities is not496

high (r = −0.24 for ORCA12 and r = 0.13 for AVISO). It is also worth noting that there is also497
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no clear link between the amplitudes of the changes in path length and the transport variability.498

Nevertheless, even if not consistently aligned with the same lag, almost all peaks and troughs in499

the Gulf Stream transport through the Florida Straits have a counterpart in the variability of the500

Loop Current length. Together with the composite analysis showing the coherence and pulses of501

the Gulf Stream this supports the view that the waxing and waning of the Loop Current projects502

onto the Gulf Stream further downstream through Florida Straits and up to Cape Hatteras. At this503

point it is also worth reminding ourselves that particularly in the model, and to a lesser extent also504

in the observations there are downstream signals in the Caribbean Sea and along South America505

(Figure 1). These signals were not the focus of the present study but they may be indicative of506

precursors for the Loop Current variability.507

The Gulf Stream is part of the wind-driven circulation. The action of the winds (via the wind508

stress) together with the Earth’s rotation explain the strength and structure of the Gulf Stream.509

Being highly variable on all time scales winds are also a major source of variability for the Gulf510

Stream on subannual and longer time scales (Anderson and Corry 1985; DiNezio et al. 2009;511

Atkinson et al. 2010; Sanchez-Franks et al. 2016). However, these studies also show that vari-512

ability in the wind stress is not sufficient to fully explain the variability in the western boundary513

current system comprising the Gulf Stream, the Yucatan Current and the Loop Current and a large514

fraction of the transport variability through Florida Straits has a different origin. In particular,515

to understand transport variability in the Gulf Stream through Florida Straits the intrinsic/chaotic516

variability of the ocean has to be taken into account as well. Our study supports the view that this517

chaotic ocean variability is likely to account for a large, possibly even the largest fraction of the518

Gulf Stream variability on sub- to interannual time scales. This chaotic variability in the ocean is519

linked to eddy and internal wave activity. In the case of the Gulf Stream eddies and waves can520

impact the transport as they approach the coast and start to interact with the western boundary521
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current system (e.g. Clément et al. 2016; Clément et al. 2014; Frajka-Williams et al. 2013, Kan-522

zow et al. 2009; Zhai et al. 2010; Sinha et al. 2013, Hirschi et al. 2007). Alternatively western523

boundary currents can themselves produce eddies. In this case eddy formation starts as meanders524

in a coherent current which grow until they eventually break. This is seen e.g. in the Kuroshio525

and Gulf Stream extensions or as in this study in the Gulf of Mexico. It is these eddies that start526

as meanders that are at the heart of the ideas developed in Lin et al. (2010) and Mildner et al.527

(2013) as well as in the present study. Impacts of eddies on the temporal variability of the volume528

transport through Florida Straits are likely to have different origins. Such impacts can be linked529

to a local interaction of eddies with the current as they approach Bahamas from the basin interior530

(Frajka-Williams et al. 2013; Clément et al. 2014; Clément et al. 2016). However, it is also con-531

ceivable that eddies (or generally westward propagating features) reaching the coast further north532

could also affect the transport through Florida Straits. In this case perturbations could be mediated533

towards the Florida Straits as boundary trapped waves (e.g. Zhai et al. 2010; Sinha et al. 2013). To534

our knowledge such a situation has not yet been observed for the transport through Florida Straits.535

However, the concept of westward perturbations triggering equatorward, boundary trapped waves536

is well established in theory and in numerical modelling studies (e.g. Liu et al. 1999; van Se-537

bille and van Leeuwen 2007; Kanzow et al. 2009) and in observations boundary waves have been538

shown to affect transports in the boundary currents in the Gulf of Mexico (Dubranna et al. 2011).539

When considering the Loop Current there are several ways in which the Gulf Stream transport540

downstream could be affected via this current: (I) Increases or decreases of the flow into the Gulf541

of Mexico without changes in the path/shape of the Loop Current. This could for example occur542

when eddies in the Caribbean Sea propagate westwards towards northeastern Yucatan and attach543

to the Gulf Stream off Yucatan. In such cases anomalies through the Channel of Yucatan would544

essentially be passively advected along the Loop Current and into the Florida Straits. The transport545
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through the Yucatan Channel can also vary in response to large scale changes in the wind forcing546

over the region. (II) As the Loop Current expands, an anticyclonic eddy develops within the Loop547

Current which reduces the flow into the Gulf of Mexico by partly blocking the Yucatan Channel548

(Mildner et al. 2013). In this case the assumption is that the transport through Florida Straits is549

modulated by the flow into the Gulf of Mexico and that changes in the Loop Current length do550

not affect the outflow through Florida Straits. (III) In our study we propose a modulation of the551

Florida Straits transport as a response to the increase and decrease in length of the Loop Current552

based on a continuity argument along the current. In this case the transport through Florida Straits553

can change even if the inflow via the “river-like” Yucatan Current into the Gulf of Mexico is554

temporally constant. Note that as indicated by equation 9 and Figure 6 the full-depth transports555

across both sections B and C will be near identical at all times.556

Whereas the mechanism proposed by Mildner et al. (2013) is consistent with a coherent trans-557

port/velocity anomaly between Yucatan and the Florida Straits (schematic in their figure 5) the558

mechanism we describe in the present study is consistent with the coherent transport/velocity559

anomalies which extend from southwest Florida to Cape Hatteras, something we find both in the560

model and the observations (Figures 1 -3). The mechanism as proposed by Mildner et al. (2013)561

can only be invoked to explain minima in the Florida Straits transports but does not provide an ex-562

planation for transport maxima. In contrast, the mechanism proposed here can be used to explain563

the development of both positive and negative transport anomalies. Our continuity-based mecha-564

nism presented here implies that at times there is a net inflow into or out of the Gulf of Mexico but565

the model suggests that this imbalance is compensated across the full depths of the Yucatan-Cuba566

and Cuba-Florida sections. To understand how and where such a compensation occurs would567

require the volume of the Loop Current to be computed as function of time and then linked to the568

flow through the sections A and B. Both the calculation of the Loop Current volume as a function569
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time and isolating the part of the cross section flow associated with these volume changes are far570

from trivial, however. An in-depth analysis of the exact nature and structure of the compensation571

is therefore left for a future study.572

Nevertheless, equation 10 suggests that a barotropic compensation would be consistent with573

the relationships between the flow in and out of the Gulf of Mexico shown in Figure 6. However,574

it is likely that the compensation occurs as a consequence of processes of type (I), (II), and (III)575

working in concert. In particular the mechanisms proposed by Mildner et al. 2013 and Lin et al.576

(2010) and the mechanism proposed here are closely related. Part of the compensation required to577

e.g. compensate the net inflow as the Loop Current expands could follow the route south of Cuba578

suggested by Mildner et al. (2013) and the transport decrease through Florida Straits could be the579

consequence of both a reduced inflow into the Gulf of Mexico as well as to a reduction due to the580

expanding path length of the Loop Current. It seems plausible that mechanisms (I), (II) and (III)581

would typically work in combination rather than in isolation. This also means that the downstream582

impact of the Loop Current is hard (if not impossible) to quantify as processes (II) and (III) are583

difficult to separate. What is clear though is that both (II) and (III) can potentially account for584

transport anomalies of several Sv in the Florida Straits and therefore have the potential to explain585

a large fraction of the Florida Straits transport variability on subannual to perhaps interannual586

time scales. The chaotic nature of their timing means that they will also directly contribute to587

the intrinsic/chaotic variability in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation as observed at588

26.5◦N (Smeed et al. 2014). What our study has also shown is that transport anomalies linked to589

the variability of the Loop Current are not confined to the Straits of Florida but extend all the way590

to Cape Hatteras where they may affect the Gulf Stream trajectory after its separation from North591

America and the stability of the flow in the Gulf Stream extension. This therefore suggests that592

there may be a direct link between the Loop Current activity and the Gulf Stream extension - an593
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area characterised by strong air-sea interactions and which is key to the cyclogenesis in the North594

Atlantic.595
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a)

b)

FIG. 1. a) Composites of absolute surface velocities for ORCA12. The positive and negative composites

show the anomalous surface velocity pattern coinciding with the positive and negative transport anomalies in

the Florida Straits shown in the bottom panel. The red line are the transport anomalies in the Florida Straits

smoothed with a Parzen filter (window length of 1255 days). b) As a) but for geostrophic surface velocities

inferred from AVISO.
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FIG. 2. Surface velocity anomalies in ORCA12 coinciding with negative transport anomalies through the

Florida Straits at lags of (anticlockwise starting from top left panel) -40, -30, -15, 0, 20, and 110 days. Positive

and negative lags indicate that transport anomalies in the Florida Straits are leading or lagging the surface

velocity anomaly patterns in the Gulf of Mexico. Units are m/s.
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FIG. 3. Geostrophic surface velocity anomalies from AVISO coinciding with negative transport anomalies

through the Florida Straits at lags of (anticlockwise starting from top left panel) -42, -28, -21, 0, 14, and 98 days.

Units are m/s.
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a)

b)

FIG. 4. Schematic illustrating link between Loop Current eddy formation and Gulf Stream transport.
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FIG. 5. Gulf Stream path distributions for ORCA12 (left) and AVISO (right). Gulf Stream paths are computed

for each weekly field between 1993 and 2010 for AVISO and for each 5-day average between 1983 and 2010 in

ORCA12. The distributions show either all paths (top), for paths coinciding with Florida transports anomalies

> 1.5 standard deviations (middle), and the distribution for paths coinciding with Florida Straits transports <

−1.5 standard deviations. The green lines in the top left panels indicate the sections across which the transports

shown in Figure 6 are computed.
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FIG. 6. Scatter plots and correlations for pairs of transports across the sections indicated in Figure 5. The

transports used for the scatter plots and correlations are either computed for the top 700 m (top) or the full

section depth (middle and bottom).
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FIG. 7. Top and middle rows: Wavelet analysis for Florida Straits transport and for time series of Loop Current

length. Results are shown for ORCA12 (left) and AVISO (right). Bottom row: Wavelet cross coherence between

Florida Straits transport and variability of Loop Current length. The units for the period are years and bold

contours indicate when the timeseries for Florida Straits transport, the Loop Current length have statistically

significant periodicities and when the coherence between both timeseries is statistically significant (p<0.05).

Shading indicates either the wavelet power density or the coherency (both in arbitrary units). Arrows for the

coherences indicate the phase between the timeseries. Arrows pointing to the right (left) indicate signals are in

phase (out of phase).
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FIG. 8. Time series for anomalies of Gulf Stream transport (blue) and Loop Current length (red) for ORCA12

and AVISO. Units are Sv for the Florida Straits transport (left axis) and km for the path length (right axis). Time

series for transports and path lengths have been high and low-pass filtered to only retain seasonal to interannual

time scales where the strongest coherence is seen in Figure 7. The correlations between the Loop Current length

and Florida Straits transport anomalies are -0.24 (ORCA12) and 0.13 (AVISO).
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